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Abstract: Regulatory interventions, such as Local Content (LC) requirements, have been incorporated to counter market forces to maximise petroleum revenues. This has been undertaken with the hypothesis that the governments of petroleum-producing countries depend heavily on petroleum sectors for development, yet energy markets inadequately allocate these resources. Thus, governments revise existing, and often out-of-date, petroleum laws and introduce new petroleum legislation to specifically promote socio-economic objectives. This article explores the key legislative instruments of LC as developed and implemented in the oil and gas sectors both from developed and developing countries’ perspectives. In assessing the overall policy approach, this article evaluates instruments used to secure Local Content requirements in the oil and gas industry. In conclusion, governments must identify appropriate frameworks that consider the political and regulatory challenge of striking a balance between incentivising upstream investors and fulfilling national interests, such as creating jobs.
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1. Introduction

Thomas Walde’s (2008) questions “If instruments of good governance and the rule of law have any significance when faced with the force of the energy and resource industries cycles?”, to which he concludes that renegotiation demands are prevalent where states view the lack of a balanced internal system. Hence the need to revise frameworks to achieve a politically and legally acceptable outcome for the host state [1], exemplifies the present scenario in the oil and gas sectors, with national governments reintroducing national strategies aimed at the long-term sustainability of the industry by prioritizing the social and economic benefits of petroleum extraction [2]. This has been undertaken amidst the successful implementation of socio-economic goals using legal and regulatory frameworks in Norway [3]. Thus, many governments are overhauling existing, and often outdated, petroleum laws and introducing new petroleum legislation to specifically promote socio-economic objectives [2]. The legislative and regulatory interventions have resulted, in many cases, in an introduction of performance requirements commonly known as “Local Content” (LC) requirements [4]. These requirements are often described as investment measures [4], which specifically involve preferential market access [5] to domestically manufactured goods, and are aimed at increasing local participation in an industry [2].

Currently, LC introduction is considered within the ambit of petroleum regulatory frameworks. They are utilized to maximize petroleum revenues [6], create local jobs [7], foster industrial development [8], resolve community conflicts [9], and enhance the social and economic impacts of procurement strategies [10] and the transfer of technology, among others [3,7]. In addition, these LC objectives are considered despite market trends and economies of scale (which often give preference to
global supply chain networks over locals) [4]. Notably, the imposition of these objectives indicates that states attempt to consider many inter-related factors that are not specifically petroleum sector-related, which questions the effectiveness of petroleum regulatory mechanisms in developing LC mandates. Thus, this article contends that LC has become a more regulatory and institutional ambiguity rather than a resource industry cycle concern. This hypothesis stems from the perceptions that International Oil Companies “IOCs” benefit from the terms of their contracts irrespective of the climate of high energy prices [7], as identified in research conducted by United Nations on Convention Trade and Development (UNCATD) (2010) that extraction companies, particularly in the energy sector, have enjoyed record profits over the years [7]. Paradoxically, the areas where these extractions occur, especially in developing countries, remain heavily pillaged in poverty [11]. Additionally, the citizens of most oil-producing countries continue to live below the poverty line despite an abundance of resources [12], which suggests that resource revenues have yet to benefit those citizens at large [13].

This analysis suggests that energy markets inadequately allocate resources in favour of IOCs, yet these are the very sectors that resource-rich countries heavily depend on for development [12]. Hence, this unfair distribution of revenue prompts governments to revise petroleum systems to enhance local participation for potential economic growth and development. This indicates the crucial role LC’s play in developing an industry. However, LC interventions (especially from developing countries) have become unpopular [14] with foreign investors, who cite a breach of the rule of law in relation to long-term resource investment [4] and an impossibility of performance due to inadequate resources (human, financial, and technical skills) [2]. This is contrary to developed producing countries (U.K., U.S., or Norway), where the use of such interventions is embraced [8]. Governments of developed countries regularly adjust their tax and regulatory systems to benefit from industry [15]. Notably, as some scholars argue “these adjustments consider the relative profitability of the industry (and thus the size of the ‘resource rent’ available for taxation), which is normally quite responsive to the price levels. Or the need of conservation policies aimed at the long-term sustainability of the industry as well as evolving practices, standards, and political expectations with respect to local benefits, safety, or the environment” [15]. Consequently, IOCs continue to invest in developed jurisdictions with an expectation that although the regulatory regime will be revised, such adjustments will be made ‘reasonably’ and often in consideration to energy trends [15,16]. Note the fact that, despite the objectives of an intervention, developed governments seem to consider not only energy trends and industrial development issues, such as skill sets, financial assistance, industry information, and infrastructure, but to also factor in considerable regulatory frameworks that maximise order while simultaneously enhancing economic growth [16]. For instance, in Norway, where initial LC introduction was not very welcome, the establishment of additional mechanisms, such as responsive regulatory frameworks (principles-based regulations) and the incorporation of a functional institutional design that considers pertinent issues, such as skill set, political will, and economic incentives, influenced the successful implementation of LC [17,18]. Consequently, it leads to a successful LC Norwegian model with many countries attempting to imitate the design [18], demonstrating the necessity of appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks in developing LC mandates.

Naturally, the desire to imitate the Norwegian success has led many governments to revise their petroleum regimes. Regrettably, these revisions have maintained the conventional frameworks that rely on command and control systems, commonly known as rule-based regulations [19]. Rule-based regulatory frameworks tend to be prescriptive and focus mainly on compliance/deterrence mechanisms to influence market forces, but often fail to realise the policy objective or mitigate legal and political concerns [19]. This is because they give the impression that investors comply with related obligations, yet often investors only identify creative ways to show compliance [20], signifying that regulatory intentions are never actually achieved; thus, governments only favour the use of rigid regulatory power to compensate for weaknesses in markets. The challenge with this hypothesis is that governments ignore efficient policies that maximise order and have actual spill-over effects [21]. In addition, developing countries continue to ignore pertinent issues, such as inefficiencies related
to industrial development (skill sets, financial assistance, industry information, and infrastructure), which have greater influence in the success or failure of LC than energy markets [14]. Those that, if well-developed, can sustain the industry by mitigating resource industry cycle challenges and the overall economy. It is no wonder that the introduction of these regulations have been met with mixed results that are often counterproductive to the intended objectives [2].

Therefore, this article advocates that the gap between the profits of operating companies and local economic benefits is likely to widen if governments do not consider appropriate frameworks to capture and retain value created from the industry [7]. Thus, governments need to identify appropriate frameworks that consider the political and regulatory challenge of striking a balance between incentivising upstream investors and fulfilling national interests, such as creating jobs. Ideally, an industrial development/participation issue should be a concern addressed within industrial policy/frameworks, which is almost subsidiary to trade policy. However, most trade and investments debates downplay the role and scope of industrial policy, making it a lot easier for governments to ignore the benefits associated with industrial policy/development. This indicates the extreme difficulty associated with ensuring appropriate policies have greater effects [22]. Nevertheless, where governments insist on fitting these mandates into petroleum regimes, then appropriate and responsive regulatory frameworks are required to maximise order while simultaneously enhancing economic development. Broadly, LC objectives have been expressed in overall or specific policy statements and/or economic plans. However, this study finds that the main regulatory instruments used in practice are often detailed within substantive or procedural petroleum legislation, as well as in negotiated contracts (licensing/concession, production sharing).

2. Scope and Methodology

The aim of this article is to focus on the role of legal instruments in place to foster economic and social objectives using LC mandates in petroleum upstream sectors. The approach undertaken is in consideration to three questions;

(a) What are the general aims of LC requirements (without being country specific)?
(b) Which instruments are often used to foster and achieve those aims and are there any limitations?
(c) Are the instruments necessary, suitable, or reasonable?

First, this article recognises that question one is broad ranging, since most LC requirements depend on the objectives of an individual regulation and/or the characteristics of a given petroleum sector. Nonetheless, Section 3 of this article attempts to identify and distinguish the general aims concerning LC rules by categorising these objectives into economic, social, and political aims. Specifically, discussions will be undertaken through socio-legal research, which considers the transformation of socio-economic objectives through law and thereby perceives law as a means of achieving socio-economic justice and parity.

Secondly, the article will focus on question two and three respectively, which, unlike question one, are deemed more objective because they evaluate and review prevailing instruments used to implement LC requirements and test the suitability or reasonability aspect of such measures. Thus, utilizing doctrinal methodology, which includes policy concepts, legal doctrines, and judicial pronouncements. Section 4, rules of engagement, will provide a survey of legal instruments relevant to LC development. This section will discuss various channels through which governments have opted to engage the sector in implementing LC requirements. These include binding and nonbinding instruments, which will be evaluated around legislative propositions, policy matters, and substantive and procedural laws, which are important in considering the justifications and outcomes for the socio-economic objectives of LC. Thereafter, Section 5 will deliberate on the suitability, reasonability, and necessity (appropriateness) test, which will be considered in relation to modes of regulation discussed within a fundamentally outcome-based approach, and anchored on principles-based regulation versus a compliance/deterrence-based approach, which is strongly anchored on rule-based
regulation. The section will attempt to measure what model best suits individual developing countries by looking at other conventional legal materials, such as parliamentary debates, court decisions, and regulatory interpretations which concern the instruments in the choice of regulatory model. Finally, Section 6 will evaluate what realistic conclusion there is in developing LCs, indicating that despite petroleum being a global sector with inherent market forces, local issues remain significant to instituting protectionism schemes.

3. LC Requirements and Objectives

3.1. Defining Local Content

In broader sense, LC requirements are mandates imposed by government on investors to procure and/or support the growth of an industry [11,21,23]. Ideally, as a requirement, the objective of LC is to effectively expand local participation through creating local jobs or building local industries [24]. The rationale for such interventions is mainly to secure socio-economic concerns that ameliorate the lives of citizens, which in turn upgrades the economy of a country [7]. This is often achieved by recognizing the “skills problem” that is either financial, technical, or legal, and in turn dealing with the said gaps through incorporating joint ventures for IOCs to work with local personnel and companies [4]. This positive output, if successfully implemented, can play an important role in accelerating the process of economic growth and sustainable development in oil-producing countries, as was the case in Norway [17]. Importantly, such developments should be undertaken with limited interference to existing and potential investments [17].

The general challenge with these mandates lies in their definition and application. Currently, there is no universally agreed definition of the term “local”, nor is there a consensus on what “content” should be covered in the petroleum sector [25]. Where LC is defined, it is often undertaken to reflect the objectives of the state (regulation) rather than the terminologies concerning “LC”. For instance, in Nigeria, LC is based on the definition provided of “Nigerian content”, meaning “the quantum of composite value added to or created in the Nigerian economy by a systematic development of capacity and capabilities through the deliberate utilization of Nigerian human, material resources and services in the Nigerian oil and gas industry” [26]. Emphasis has been laid on the key objective of LC, which is to increase local participation in the oil and gas sector and not the definition of the individual terms “local” or “content”. Thus, defining LC requirements depends on the objectives of an individual regulation and/or the characteristics of a certain petroleum sector [23]. For instance, the underlying intention for Norwegian authorities to incorporate LC rules was “to develop domestic industrial competence that would contribute to national welfare even when the extraction of oil and gas no longer induce growth in the economy” [17]. Thus, LC rules are only significant if the resources would benefit the larger society and have locals play a leading role in the sector [27]. In relation to application, these legal mandates appear to heavily focus on the responsibility foreign investors have in developing local industry rather than the general investors pool including the local one. For instance, even though legal frameworks provide that these mandates apply to both foreign and local investors, the general practice as seen in Angola and Nigeria has leaned more to mandating foreign investors only.

Overall, these rules are deemed necessary for two reasons: first, to promote local participation, and second, to encourage foreign participation through investments [28]. The goal typology is to encourage foreign participation the short term with the view to have locals participate in the industry long term [17].

3.2. LC Objectives

This article categorizes LC objectives under two dimensions, one is in consideration to economics, and the other is on social objectives. These aims can be defined in different ways and be accorded different values. Notably, while there has been a decline in economic regulation, social regulation is
on the rise. Overall, LC objectives vary extensively from country to country, and are often based on different strategic goals.

3.2.1. Economic Objectives

Economic objectives in a sector are varied and range from steady or sustained economic growth, to an increase of employment, to a balanced balance of payments, etc. Thus, LC rules will be incorporated as an intervention to remedy issues which may limit a country from attaining their economic objectives. Thus, interventions will be undertaken through economic regulations, which guides the structure and conduct of firms into an industry [29]. They are mainly exercised on ostensible natural monopolies and market structures often with imperfect or excessive competition [30]. Thus, the aim is to counter the negative welfare effects of a dominant position and behaviour through setting prices or conditions on the entry of firms to stabilize market processes [31]. Specifically, to the oil and gas sectors, LC is said to be a regulatory tool that seeks to correct market failure, often associated with foreign dominance, market power, or foreign market dominance, for instance.

LC is introduced to promote local business participation in an enclave environment, such as the petroleum industry. This is because the petroleum industry has distinct characteristics that tend to favour global supply chains with long-term contracts, which in turn preclude local participants [11]. Thus, intervention is often undertaken to mitigate the challenges encountered by local companies amidst the advantages enjoyed by foreign companies [4]. The fact is that international service providers have existing, well-established relationships with IOCs that give them an unfair advantage and makes it easy for them to work together [14]. This relationship has the unintended consequence of displacing small local firms from the value chain of the oil and gas industry [7]. Thus, without government intervention, local companies cannot effectively participate and be competitive [7]. For instance, the introduction of Norwegian Royal Decree 1972 witnessed the deliberate promotion of nationals in the sector through incorporating joint venture participations. Though not defined in the Law, LC provisions were administered under sections 53 and 54 of the resolution [32]. The provisions required investors to prioritize and utilize Norwegian goods if they were competitive in price and quality [17,23]. This was made under the assumption that IOCs had tendencies to use the well-established and long-term relationships among themselves, which would create biases against the use of local suppliers [17]. Thus, in support of the provisions, a special office, “The goods and service office”, was established within the Ministry to ensure the condition was adhered to during the process of allocating licences and in the operations of oil and gas activities [17,32]. For instance, at the time of bidding, foreign companies could present Norwegian authorities with lists of their operators and the Ministry in consultation with ‘The goods and service office’ could also add to the list of operators a local company that measured in price and quality per the demands of the IOC [18,32]. Moreover, the Angolan authorities introduced the “Law for the promotion of business for local private companies 2003” (Law 14/03), which is annexed to the Petroleum Activities Law 2004. This legislation provides more opportunities for private national companies to play a significant role in the sector [33]. The decree was essential to mitigate the challenges often encountered by local companies in carrying out of activities in the oil sector [6]. These challenges included fiscal incentives, such as the exemption from and reduction of duties related to industrial and import incomes and other charges. Furthermore, financial support in the form of subsidies, loans, the promotional of venture capital, technical support, and special rights privileges was provided for. By doing so, the government introduced preferential treatment given to national private companies through Sonangol [34]. In Nigeria, the emergence of LC legislation in the form of the Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry Content Development Act, 2010 (the ‘NOGICD Act’) was to secure more indigenous participation in the industry [35]. The Act provides for preferential treatment for Nigerian independent operators as well as indigenous service companies. It provides that independent operators will be given first consideration in respect of the award of oil blocks, oil field licenses, oil lifting licenses, and contracts for new projects. Furthermore, the NOGICD Act provides that Nigerian indigenous service companies
will have exclusive consideration in respect of certain contracts so long as the indigenous contractors demonstrate the ownership of equipment, Nigerian personnel, and capacity to execute such work.

A related point is the use of LC requirements to absorb local capacity, especially where local companies) have either technical or financial capacity (although limited) to carry out operations as allocated in the petroleum sectors. For IOCs, the limitation in capacity has the potential to create enormous delays in operations, hence IOCs will intentionally neglect locals and will prefer to fall back on established relationships to maximise their profit. Thus, government intervention is required to remedy this externality. For instance, Nigeria’s Marginal Fields licensing round, as assigned by the Department of Petroleum Resources, was issued based on marginal fields that were left dormant over many years by IOCs. Department of Petroleum Resources was convinced that local companies with technical and financial capacity would benefit from developing them [36]. Thus, DPR issued the Guidelines for Farm-out and Operation of Marginal Fields 2013 (the 2013 Guidelines). The guidelines set out the procedure to be followed in the bidding for 31 marginal fields, of which 16 onshore and 15 offshore fields are available for indigenous companies (substantially Nigerian owned). Each indigenous applicant could only bid on a minimum of three marginal fields [36].

Finally, LC is also used to artificially increase the levels of local participation in a sector beyond levels that local capacity can meet. This objective is associated with inexperienced oil and gas industries that lack the specialised labour or pool of expertise required by the industry, consequently leading to an increase of foreign workers and service providers with the relevant skills and knowledge. The challenge with this vicious cycle is that the local labour force is never employed due to a lack of the required skills, but will never be able to gain that required expertise without opportunities to learn on the job. Thus, government intervention is used to ensure such skills are developed. In Angola, for instance, the introduction of the “Decree on rules and procedures” to regulate the recruitment, integration, training, and development of workers from the oil sector (“Decree-Law 17/09”), demanded that IOCs need to allocate a certain specified amount of training to nationals [34]. Additionally, the Decree on a general regulatory framework for the hiring of services and goods from national companies in the “Oil Industry-Decree 127/03” helped mitigate the challenges that involve the acquisition of capital and in-depth technical know-how by the training of locals to enhance their competence and skills [2,33,40]. Also, Nigerian authorities enacted subsidiary legislation, the Petroleum Training Institute PTI Act (Cap. 356). This entered force on 19 September 1972 with the intention to address, enhance, and promote courses of instruction, training, and research in the petroleum sector [3]. The understanding was that local capacity was not able to meet the operations, hence the need to increase its levels. Moreover, Norway introduced a “Training Agreement”, which ensures that at the foreign company’s expense, the national oil company has the right to demand a reasonable number of Statoil employees participate “for free” in the internal training programmes and the possibility for working in relation to the licensing of petroleum activities on the Norwegian Continental shelf [37].

3.2.2. Socio-Political Objectives

This is the search for the social optimum as argued by socio-legal scholars. Here, the objectives for regulation involve the correction of externalities that would normally have adverse effects to the public interest. The most common sectors comprise the environment, occupational health and safety, and consumer protection and labour (equal opportunities, etc.). Pertinent to the petroleum sector is the fact that local communities’ grievances are mostly tied to demands for greater economic benefits, environmental protection, or land rights. These are often associated with environmental and social risks along the entire value chain (upstream to downstream). Such risks involve several factors, such as meeting the obligations to operate in local communities [2] independent of attaining a petroleum title (thus the need to attain a social licence to operate), and the need to equalise other adverse effects, such as conflicts, environmental degradation, negative disruption of agricultural activities, poor management of land, and economic inequalities, including expatriates’ arrival, which makes
living standards unbearable [7]. Therefore, obtaining a social licence to operate at the initial stages of operation, attaining political harmony and social cohesion during operations in conflict-related regions, or social compensation to those environmentally impacted have often been resolved through LC requirements [10]. For instance, although it is not entirely clear what the requirements for this social licence may be, in Australia a social licence to operate has become part and parcel of successful business practice [38,39] and this has been achieved through LC instruments. Secondly, LC has been employed to resolve armed conflict and achieve a peaceful co-existence among communities, as well as limit conflict reoccurrence [9,40]. For instance, in Nigeria, the emergence of the indigenization policy often referred to as “Nigerianization” is legal framework that encourages the active participation of indigenous companies in the oil and gas industry. This concept can be viewed as having mainly evolved from the Niger Delta region area that is commonly known for conflicts [35], which later spread to the entire country. In 1989–2000, the government introduced the indigenization policy to prevent conflict and crises especially within the oil-producing communities. The policy was administered to involve the allocation of oil acreages to indigenous oil companies by regulatory authorities [35]. This policy was based on guidance criteria which were interpreted through a broad discretion. The criteria involved four basic principles: firstly, the grants were made on a discretionary basis based on existing seismic data; secondly, ownership of the grantee company truly resided with Nigerians as beneficial owners and not as nominees of foreign entities; thirdly, a grantee was deemed to be the operator with a Nigerian managing director; and finally, the grantee was entitled to a farm-out with or without the existence of a technical agreement. Most importantly, the grantee could have foreign technical partners, but those partners must have no more than 40% participating interests. Although a very laudable policy, it was heavily criticized as having several irregularities, as noted in the findings of the “Christopher Kolade Enquiry” [41]. The issues identified mainly concerned levels of transparency in respect of the allocation of participation rights, following which 31 oil production licenses that had been awarded to indigenous companies were revoked in February 2000. Other countries, such as Liberia and Sierra Leon, have incorporated LC rules to achieve post-conflict harmony, as was discussed by Michael Warner (2011) [9]. Also, Latin American countries have often resolved conflicts through LC rules [42].

Correspondingly, environmental distortions accrue to daily lives, especially in areas where explorations operations occur, hence the need for environmental protection. Nevertheless, in principle, environmental rationales are never at the forefront of implementing LC, but in practice they always steer discussions of social politics, which will be discussed in the following chapter, rules of engagement.

4. Rules of Engagement

These rules determine the degree (whether binding or non-binding), circumstances, and conditions of developing and implementing LC objectives. The common forms of binding mandates are pursued within legislative instruments (law, decrees, and hydrocarbon agreement) while non-binding instruments include policies, guidelines, and initiatives. Most oil-producing nations evaluated tend to formulate them either as a provision within a legislative instrument (e.g., a regulation or decree) or a provision under a hydrocarbon agreement (for example a production-sharing agreement (PSA) or license) [11].

4.1. Legislative Instruments

Technically, before committing funds to any project, including developing LC requirements, investors consider whether the laws and contracts of a given country contemplate their rights and responsibilities, or whether the rules are likely to be defined clearly, respected, or even enforced effectively. Thus, the choice of regime determines the manner of operations. Currently, petroleum-producing countries choose between a regime in which most issues relating to petroleum operations are fixed in a substantive statute, often referred to as petroleum law or a regime, which leaves a wider range of issues to be agreed in a granting instrument (contractual agreement) [43]. Often,
in the extreme form of one option, if an LC provision is detailed then it is not negotiable other than the bidding parameter of either work or cash programs. At the other extreme end, there is no petroleum law, and upstream operations are based on entirely negotiated contracts. Nonetheless, the jurisdictions evaluated have incorporated both schemes, where statutory (laws) and contracts have been utilized. Hence, the need to evaluate both segments.

4.1.1. Statutory

This article maintains that statutory clauses, whether substantive or procedural, create a mandatory rule to develop LC. Thus, they need to be distinguished from non-mandatory clauses (often negotiable). A rule is determined as mandatory if laid down by specific legislation. Their mandatory nature may either be expressly stated or inferred by way of interpretation. In definition, the concept that a rule is mandatory implies that the rule is not subject to contradiction even by way of an agreement in that it is a legal rule that is in all cases binding and cannot be departed from despite having an agreement between the parties concerned [1]. Mandatory LC requirements are often linked to the conditions for the entry and continued operation of the investment [5]. The investor must agree to them at the time of making its investment and/or during the period in which an investor continues to operate [4]. Non-mandatory LC, on the other hand, are often linked to access to certain advantages, such as tax exemptions or subsidies by the host country [4]. Thus, in theory, the investor could decide not to comply with them. Nevertheless, the distinction between these two categories is not always clear, since some incentives do not give the investor the possibility of refusing to comply with the LC because of the attractiveness of incentives offered [4].

Substantive Petroleum Law

The substantive law that governs the exploration and development of petroleum activities is often referred to as the Petroleum law. It is the primary law used to determine the rights and responsibilities of parties, including the development of LC requirements. Thus, the law would normally define what the LC requirements are (if any) and the applicability of the measure (at what stage of operations the LCs need to be implemented. Thus, LC development would be governed as a fixed provision within a law (either as a chapter or defined in interpretation) and a procedural law (regulation) will be formulated to support its development.

Historically, most petroleum laws did not have a chapter that specifically dealt with “LC development”. The “term” LC is rather a recent phenomenon in the oil and gas sectors. This can be attributed to the fact that most petroleum laws are identical in that they move from one jurisdiction to another with minimal changes [44]. Thus, the common rule in the sector was to draft general terms that read “use of local goods and services” or “hiring, integration and training of local personnel”, which presently is interpreted to mean LC requirements. Often, the provisions were dealt with separately under different sections or chapters, for instance, Articles 27 and 86 of the Angola Petroleum Activities (2004) dealt with issues relating to the use of local personnel, goods, and services. Specifically, the law requires that all investors acquire consumer goods of national production, and contract with local service providers with the same or approximately the same quality. Also, it is mandatory to consult locals. Additionally, investors are required to employ only Angolan citizens in all categories and functions, except if there are no Angolan citizens in the national market with the required qualifications and experience.

The rationale to include these clauses within the substantive law was twofold. Firstly, governments desired to establish the mandatory nature of the rules used (both pre-investment and post investment). Pre-investment LC are normally expected to be achieved at the time of entering operations, often at bidding stages, while post LC requirements are imposed after an investment has occurred and are mostly for the purposes of the continuation of a project [4]. This distinction is important in two levels: one is the legal ramification that subsequently follows if there is a breach. Thus, pre-investment rules within a substantive law are known to the investor in advance, therefore if there is a failure to fulfil his
obligation under it he is said to be in breach of the rules and his contract can be terminated. For instance, the Angolan law petroleum activities law requires that if the investor does not comply then he is in breach of the provisions of the Article and thus his agreement with the state shall be deemed null and void. Two, LCs imposed post investment, especially mandatory LCs, are more likely to breach the host state’s commitments in an investment or trade treaty (a scope beyond this article).

Secondly, the rationale to include LC provisions within a substantive law was that governments felt that oil companies were reluctant to implement LC if it was contractual or within a policy. This is because the implementation of LCs, at least in the initial stages, interrupts operations and eventually leads to an increase of operation cost. Thus, the introduction of mandatory rules creates a binding obligation on the investors to meet the needs of the society irrespective of the cost. As an illustration, prior to introducing the “Law of Subsoil and Subsoil Use”, the government of Kazakhstan passed a decree through the ministry in the summer of 2002, for which all subsoil users were obliged to procure Kazakh goods based on state procurement rules. This did not actually materialize in practice, as most subsoil users kept purchasing Kazakh goods or services at their discretion. In turn, the government introduced the “Law of Subsoil and Subsoil Use” making LC purchases obligatory, and ever since almost all subsoil users have carried out their procurement under the state-regulated procedure [45]. Furthermore, in Nigeria, the government initially opted for an LC policy introduced in the year 2006. It is argued to have constituted a comprehensive framework on how LC should be implemented at the time that resources will be extracted to secure the interests of the locals [35]. Surprisingly, by the year 2010, not much success had been achieved due to the voluntary nature of the policy. This prompted the Nigerian government to introduce a prescriptive LC law, also known as the “Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry Content Development Act, 2010”.

Substantive Local Content Law

Although primary legislation, it is a separate substantive law that specifically deals with LC developments; for instance, the Nigeria Oil and Gas Content Industry Development Act 2010. The Act provides that all petroleum activities must comply with the mandates outlined in the law. The law is not clear on several issues, for instance, how these activities will apply to new projects, even though the government does not issue any new oil mining leases. Hence, it appears that its application will be implemented retroactively. The next question then becomes at what stage or duration of investment should the requirements be implemented.

The challenges with a substantive law as opposed to an integrated LC provision within a petroleum law are numerous. Generally, a substantive law ought to operate prospectively for various reasons in that it should not affect existing contractual obligations or prompt the reopening of past, closed, and completed transactions, or it should not affect accrued rights and remedies, including those affecting procedure. Thus, a substantive law that is applied retrospectively completely changes the contractual relationships, rights, remedies, and procedure that previously existed between a state and IOCs. Therefore, the Nigerian content Act can be argued as inherently breaching the rule of law in accord with Lord Denning’s words “a substantive law is generally prospective, thus the rule in general is applicable where the object of the statute is not to affect the vested rights or impose new burdens or to impair existing obligations”. Thus, in the discussion of any rule laid down in new legislation (Act/Rule) affecting existing rights or creating new obligations, it should be regarded as applying prospectively. For instance, the Nigeria Content Act indicates provides several changes (mostly negative towards an investor); it aggravates offences of LC by bringing in new categories of offences. Also, it has extended punishments and penalties, as noted in section 68 of the Act, which provides that where an investor commits an offence, the investor is liable upon conviction to a fine of five per cent of the project sum for each project in which the offence is committed, or the cancellation of the project. Moreover, the Act has altered the processes for bidding in the Nigerian petroleum industry, and section 3(3) currently requires that the Nigeria content plan of development is to become the major criteria for
bidding. Also, in the awarding of any oil licences (lifting, oil field), first consideration must be given to Nigerians.

In addition, LC is not an isolated issue but a concept that straddles several sectors, rationales, and instruments as discussed above. Therefore, discussing LC in isolation presents a misguided aspect of the concept itself and more so of the sector. Additionally, an isolated LC may be counterproductive if specific segments with higher potential for linkages are not identified, or if the local capacity is not assessed against other existing rules and the possibility of having parallel institutions implementing the same concept arises. This brings about the challenge of converging differing interests that often conflict as opposed to converge. Most countries in the petroleum sectors as evaluated prefer to formulate LC either under the petroleum law or in form of a petroleum title with an annexed regulation to indicate the way it will be implemented.

Procedural Law

At present, detailed regulations and decrees are enacted to administer and enforce the substantive petroleum law. Thus, procedural law provides the state with the machinery to enforce the enacted substantive petroleum laws. In relation to LC developments, these laws feature how LCs should be implemented in practice, and what method and means is to be administered. The compliance aspect of LC is undertaken through succession plans, annual reports, and others, often presented to the ministry in charge of development and supervision. Important is that the implementation of LC is accompanied by the establishment of a strong and autonomous regulatory agency, which is essential to implement technical rules in infrastructure industries.

Although not as pertinent as substantive law, procedural laws are enacted and are presumed to apply retrospectively unless such a construction is textually inadmissible. They help define the concept within a broader context. This enlarged scope on occasion creates an array of issues, such as on state and equity participation, technology transfer, incorporation of joint ventures, and research and development, signifying a more detailed and rigid law to support objectives.

4.1.2. Contractual Agreements

Contractual agreements have been historically utilized to negotiate and confer different rights and obligations, including the use of local personnel and goods and services. These agreements include concession, production sharing agreements, and risk service contracts. Provisions relevant to LC developments were structured under clauses such as “employment and training” and “use of local goods and services”.

Concession

As referenced by the early petroleum concessions, the rationale behind a sovereign nation entering an arrangement with an IOC is to capture investments that would benefit the local economy [43]. This is often undertaken by acquiring capital to develop the country’s viable resources and achieve technology transfer, which would enhance the growth of local industry [17]. This approach is often adopted to provide jobs in the short term while training local citizens to operate the industry long term [43]. Although there are varied concessions, the most commonly used is the “modern concession”. This form of agreement tends to grant IOCs exclusive rights to explore, develop, sell, and export oil or minerals extracted from a specified area for a fixed period. Under this agreement, the understanding is that companies compete by offering bids (cash or work programs), often coupled with signing bonuses, for the license to such rights [43].

Historically, infant industries lacked the local skill, goods, and services adequate for prospective operations, hence concessionaires in their judgements considered to import labour, goods, or services. Later, due to nationalization sentiments, concessionaires were eventually obliged to employ locals for work which they are suited for, mostly done under the supervision of the concessionaires’ skilled and commonly foreign employees. Generally, this provision was limited to approval by the institution in
charge of such implementation, either (ministry, National Oil Company, head of state). For instance, “Clause 20” of the Brazilian concession requires that goods purchased locally must be internationally competitive, and where such goods cannot be acquired locally, then the permission of the regulator is required by the concessionaire to acquire such good or service abroad. Moreover, concessionaires had the right to import labour, goods, and services at least in the initial stages of the operations.

Notably, consolidating issues related to wages became a concern, especially where foreigners were often paid in excess compared to their local counterparts. This prompted an outcry, with locals demanding that concessionaires ought to pay fair wage as either decided by the existing laws or as agreed during the negotiations. This concern was adapted in several laws, thus mandating the concessionaire to pay a similar wage to that of the foreigners; for instance, section 86 of Petroleum Activities Law 2004 of Angola demands that the remuneration of nationals will be like that of their foreign counterparts who hold similar positions.

Presently, the promotion of the local participation has become one of the major criteria for the award of licenses. The deliberate inclusion of LC measures as bidding requirements has seen the demand for concessionaires to include LC participation to be considered for a tender. For instance, the Nigeria Content Act requires all operators to submit a Nigerian Content Plan at the time of the bid. Though, this is not a new phenomenon: in Norway in the early 1970s, at the time of bidding, foreign companies could present Norwegian authorities with lists of their operators and the Ministry in consultation with ‘the goods and service office’ could also add to the list of operators a local company that measured in price and quality per the demands of the IOC.

Production Sharing Agreement

First introduced in the early 1960s by Indonesia, this form of agreement has undergone extensive adjustments with resounding success at least from developing countries’ perspectives. This form of agreement was based on national sentiments in the backdrop of the “New International Economic Order”, where the pillars of sovereignty and industry operations merged sufficiently (though not to the satisfaction of IOCs). The PSA recognizes that the ownership of the natural resources rests in the state and the government has the full mandate to grant IOCs the right to explore, produce, manage, and operate the development of those resources.

Under a PSA, an IOC undertakes most of the financial risks of exploration and development with the view of being reimbursed for all the expenditures should there be commercial breakthrough. This carried cost will be repaid to the companies from the host government’s future profits, also known as cost recovery. This element entitles the IOC to recover both current operating expenses and materials expenses for materials utilized or used in the year in which they were acquired, and capital investment expenditures for assets [34–36]. What is left is then shared accordingly among the IOC and the host government [37]. This sort of provision is applicable if the cost recovery applies for full sometime with uplifts until the total investment has been recovered. Thus, cost incurred in employment, training, and the procurement of goods and services falls within the category of expenditure, which is expected to be reimbursed through the cost recovery option. This mechanism does not only reduce the amount of money to be allocated to government, but it also delays the income that otherwise would be generated in concession modalities (royalties) or a PSA (cap on cost recoverable) [43]. In addition, it a challenge for host countries to determine what constitutes expenditure worth being reimbursed [34]. This is especially the case where IOCs’ main objective is to make profit and that includes recovering at whatever cost any sunk investments.

Also, under the PSA the state plays two roles: on the one hand, it is an equal partner under a contract and must therefore fulfil its obligations under it; and, on the other hand, it preserves its public legal functions, including the formulation of laws in the public interest (such as LC laws). These roles may occasionally converge but frequently come into conflict with each other. In seeking to delineate them, the state often neglects the guiding principle of equal partnership guaranteed under the contracts to which it is a party, and only focuses on its administrative law role, thereby creating discord between
the stakeholders. In turn, this habit disengages both policy formulation and implementation in many oil-producing nations: a phenomenon known as the 'knowing–doing gap' [46]. Hence, the nature of a PSA puts the government in conflict with itself.

It is with the above information that this article concludes that PSAs present enormous challenges in implementing LCs, at least to the host governments as compared to concession. Firstly, the cost recovery option seems to present grey areas of what constitutes an expenditure worth being reimbursed. It would be cost effective if governments use part of their proceeds to promote and secure LC objectives, which is simpler and more transparent bearing in mind that the state is the sole owner of the resources. In turn, it will enable the government to keep a larger share of the capital and profit as opposed to reimbursing IOCs. Secondly, with the current surge in social, economic, and political interests, States will continue to regulate based on these elements, and in turn it will be a difficult proposition for governments to separate their interests from those of contractual responsibility, thereby hindering the development of LC. Finally, the complexity in a PSA, which requires an intricate legal infrastructure alongside skilled professionals to undertake negotiations, unlike the concession that is mainly complex from a tax perspective, makes promoting social and economic aspects difficult to attain, especially with the inflexible nature of a PSA.

Overall, the challenges presented under agreements is that while there is provision for a clause often drafted in a couple of sentences, there is a lack of mechanisms to ensure enforcement or compliance with the measures. These clauses on LC tend to be limited in detail and lack a process for implementation. Also, contracts avoid the creation of regulatory institutions, since disputes can be resolved through courts or arbitration. This approach is rather impractical and inefficient in industries that are subject to substantial technological and economic changes. Specifically, in developing LC requirements, due to the unforeseen contingencies and other events that may arise, it may be efficient for a regulator to resolve any disputes [29]. Regardless, it appears that concession seems amenable for LC implementation, simply because there will be hardly any differences in relation to cost recovery to the IOCs, and in relation to their continued recorded profits, IOCs will comfortably provide the required essentials. There is no doubt that IOCs should secure tertiary education that conveys the interests of the industry. As was the case in Norway, the discovery of Statfjord meant that IOCs had obligations to provide the necessary educational materials, including research and development, to build the nascent industry.

4.1.3. Limitations to Binding Rules of Engagement

Application of Substantive Laws Retrospectively Versus the Role of Stabilization Clauses

The general aim for the incorporation of stabilization clauses is to protect against a future that may fall within demands from the host state to review the initial terms of their petroleum agreement [47]. This includes incorporating any procedural or substantive laws (including developments of LC) that impact the commercial viability of the investments [48]. Thus, if stability clauses have been negotiated to protect the project from changes in legislation, contracts may shelter investors from incorporating LC provisions [47]. Therefore, it is fair to mention that the changes brought about by LC revisions and incorporation within the laws of the host state significantly alter the economics of a project, especially when applied retrospectively.

Nevertheless, these clauses have been demanded more by investors in developing nations than they are in developed nations. Therefore, begs the question why investors are willing to invest in developed countries that do not provide stabilisation clauses but are hesitant to do so in the developing countries in their absence (a subject beyond the scope of this article). Presently, most governments in developed countries decline insertions of stabilisation clauses on the premise that they cannot bind a future government to the policies of the current administration [48]. Notwithstanding, the current emphasis from civil societies and communities in developing countries has resulted in intensified criticisms of these clauses. They are argued to undermine the willingness and the ability of the host
state to fulfil its socio-economic obligations pursuant to international development goals, such as the “Millennium Development Goals”, especially in the areas of health and safety, labour and employment rights, and the protection of cultural heritage and environment. Therefore, governments need to consider appropriate frameworks that counter this limitation to bring about socio-economic progress.

4.2. Other Non-Binding Instruments

Policies

Policies have been determined as the most important variable and the biggest enabler for LC development [21]. The rationale stems from the fact that policies specify objectives by embracing the interests of stakeholders in general (current and future generations, and the rights and needs of different levels of government, communities, and other stakeholders). Thus, policies tend to reflect in detail not only the rationale for LC development, but also clearly indicate the structure of the value and supply chain systems, which ensure that specific segments with higher potential for linkages are identified, while the local capacity is assessed and the constraints and pre-requisite actions are laid down [21]. In addition, policies consider other critical outlets in the development of LC content, such as the ability to manage and monitor the performance of the sector and the appropriate use of revenues for the national good [28].

These factors inform what substantive law is required that captures clearly the intention of the policy-makers. Policies ensure consistency in drafting and bring about a streamlined LC legal framework that stands to benefit governments and communities while simultaneously promoting public–private participation through enhanced engagement of stakeholders. Nonetheless, many countries have yet to consider the importance of drafting policies prior to implementing LC regulations. Governments continue to face competing priorities when designing policies that determine when, how, and by whom the resource will be developed. Research indicates that three policies appear pertinent in LC development, which is due to their ability to consider the strong interests involved between the stakeholders along the value chain. These policies include industrial policy, procurement policy, and public policies.

Firstly, the obvious policy that seems to address the challenge of improving an industrial base while promoting the interaction of all the stakeholders along the value chain, by establishing dynamic clear incentives, is industrial policy [2]. This policy must be consistent with a development strategy that is attuned to real local capabilities [2]. Also, industrial policies should be built in strategic economic models with an analysis that is designed to explain the questions they seek to answer [49]. A strategic, comprehensive industrial policy seems appropriate due to several issues, but more importantly for competitive decisions [49]. Often, they consider several issues, for example competitive decisions, by comparing other alternative measures, such as LC, tariffs, and subsidies, thereby identifying which among them is superior and would bring about high government take without unduly deterring investments [49]. Also, they consist of a social-cost benefit analysis, which indicates what impacts are likely to be encountered if measured through welfare generated by the overall project, including any restrictions. The models provide avenues to avoid the possibility of IOCs precluding local participation by undertaking an extension related to potential risk aversion.

The second policy is the option of procurement policies that deliberately consider the skill sets, goods, and services available against the backdrop of complex petroleum operations. For instance, Norway established a procurement office with technical experts to ensure that national products were often considered prior to foreign [19]. Presently, sourcing local labour, goods, and services in host countries, especially developing countries, has become a controversial subject because it regularly identifies with stifled competition as well as higher prices. Often, where a firm considers what product or service to source locally, market criteria become the determinant factor. It is argued that whatever is less expensive (quality adjusted) in the host market will be sourced locally; but what is not found at the right prices will be purchased from the global market [49]. This fundamental reasoning tends
to deter local business from participating, at least in relation to price, quality, or service. In Angola, although the law tries to mitigate this challenge by allowing for “rule of exclusivity”, the law however exacerbates the challenge by demanding that, where a service or good is of the same value (quality) and the price is not higher than 10% to that of a foreign one, then the local good or service should be considered. The lack of incentives by governments to promote higher prices prompts IOCs to devise creative ways to comply with the laws, citing ambiguous regulatory requirements. The Angolan government needs to identify reasonable ways through procurement channels to encourage IOCs to promote the development of LCs, and although initially it may not be financially viable for IOCs to consider the concept, they will with time. Often, as observed IOCs, do not display any interest in increasing the amount of local labour used in production, and are usually not eager to train new indigenous employees. Therefore, the long-term effects are transparent and indelible. For instance, local integration provides a continuous “modus operandi” in areas where resistance has been constant. In addition, other than just regulatory compliance, the eventual benefits include lower costs and reduced risks by building relationships with local actors. Hence, a comprehensive procurement model that outlines what method is likely to achieve these objectives better is necessary.

Finally, a more crucial tool is the availability of public policy that can execute different functions aligned with LC objectives. Many oil countries are associated with a low level of economic development, which is reflected in the inadequacy of social services and weak education systems that fail to consider the complexity of the offshore petroleum industry. These ailments affect LC development adversely, yet most of these governments continue to view the petroleum sector as the readiest opportunity to re-launch socio-economic benefits in isolation, with limited critical insights and major limitations of value addition. Governments’ persistence on having the industry as a significant employer through rule-based policies while offering no real opportunities to ensure actual local participation that would benefit citizens is alarming. The imposition of a high quota for the supply of local goods and services is in ineffective in a context characterized by the absence of access to finance [4]. Although there are supporting policies for capacity building, which ensures actual opportunity to have locals participate, only a few elite, surrounding the president through political patronage, stand a chance to benefit [3,50].

Arguably, the debate of resources as being a curse in several countries rather than a blessing is potentially increased with the role of prescriptive legislation. Thus, the requisite to reconsider developing and implementing a comprehensive regulatory approach applicable to both states as well as companies in the sector is imperative. Thus, the question of what can be done to strengthen and ameliorate such challenges facing oil and gas countries in the subject area now places an enormous task on developed and developing countries to do more meritoriously in favour of advancing the capacity for building mechanisms which promote the interest of the industry. Moving forward, while states continue to mandate ambiguous terms, it has become clear, especially to several non-governmental bodies and progressively to states and companies, that coherent regulatory approaches could better be achieved through the issue of non-binding recommendations, guidelines, and codes of ethics and conduct, as will be discussed in the next chapter.

5. Suitability and Appropriateness Test

Section 4 has demonstrated that governments favour command and control systems for the petroleum industry, which do not necessarily bring about the success of LC requirements. Because it relies on specific and extensive legislative rules as highlighted, it is thus prone to creative compliance, or the revision of a law when regulatory issues arise, which develop unintended outcomes of the regulation [51–53]. Also, due to their rigid nature, the choice of framework tends to ignore the necessary balance of local participation and foreign investments. This prompts a renewed debate in the domains of energy and law about the relative merits of an appropriate regulatory approach, referencing principle-based regulatory systems versus rule-based regulation [19]. This calls for a flexible regime, because rule-based regulation in relation to economic development as described in Section 4 has not sufficiently served well the rapidly changing industry [19,54]. This is due to the cumbersome
nature of compliance and deterrence regulation, which ideally is not suitable for complex sectors and is least preferable for energy law and specifically petroleum activities, since they do not anticipate nor adapt in every possible situation [19]. Importantly, protectionism and government intervention schemes in the sector tend to be prescriptive and frequently lead to regulatory inconsistencies due to their rigidity. Currently, Nigeria and Angola have both adopted rigid detailed rules in regard to LC developments, where extractive companies are required by law to submit stringent local content plans detailing the number of locals to be employed, the amount goods or services to be procured locally, and the consideration for local companies in the award of oil blocks before foreign companies, without consideration of the competency levels or skill sets available [33]. This thus signifies that the rules are based more on quantity signals rather than price signals, which only facilitates the creative compliance aspect of regulation. Rule-based regulation may have been necessary to protect infant industries, for example, the formulation of Nigeria’s “Petroleum Training Institute Act 1979” or Law (10/79) that mandates Sonangol Angola to employ locals and train them to build their capacity. Nevertheless, the current incorporation of LC in both Nigeria (Nigeria Oil and Gas Industry Content Development Act 2010) and Angola (Decree 17/09 Recruitment, Integration, Training, Personal Development, Human Resources, and Transfer of Knowledge) have mostly been inspired by Norway’s success. In this regard, this article questions “Why have neither Nigeria nor Angola considered incorporating principle-based regulation?”, which is fundamental to the success of LC developments in Norway, especially where both countries historically had applied a rule-based approach to LC development and have failed to achieve the intended outcome. Additionally, while LC requirements in general are purposive, most requirements do not clearly express the reason behind the rule, consequently indicating the fundamental difference between the rule-based and principle-based approaches.

Perhaps the consideration of a principle-based approach, also referenced as an objective-based regulation, is warranted. This is because this framework relies on broadly stated principles for which companies conduct their operations. Importantly, principles tend to express the basis for decision-making for public authorities [51]. This sort of regulation pursues an implementation of the policy objective rather a compliance objective as indicated by specific rules. This article identifies Norway’s LC development as a principle-based form of regulation, based on the resemblances with the general characteristics of principles-based regulation as summarised by other legal scholars [20,53]. In Norway, LC principles were broadly formulated with a high level of generality. This is notable in the drafting of the ten commandments, an oil policy which ensured that the natural resources on the Norwegian Continental Shelf were applicable to a diverse range of circumstances, including extraction to benefit the entire community [54]. The intention of the principles was “to develop domestic industrial competence that would contribute to national welfare even when the extraction of oil and gas no longer stimulate growth in the economy” [17]. Thus, there exists the possibility to apply them with flexibility to a rapidly changing industry while focusing on the intended outcome. Additionally, Norway’s rules contained terms that were qualitative and not quantitative. For instance, rules provided under 1972 Royal Declarations sections 53 and 54 required investors to prioritize and utilize Norwegian goods if they were competitive in price and quality. Moreover, the rules were largely behavioural standards concerned with “integrity”, “skill care”, “diligence”, and “reasonable care” to carry out operations and manage conflicts of interest.

Arguably, the choice of regulatory approach tends to reflect the rationale and objectives of interventions. Sentimental rationales appear to favour a rigid pattern with detailed rules, while goal-oriented rationales are likely to consider a principle-based approach for regulation. Governments of oil-rich countries need consider not only the rationale, objective, or instrument for introducing LC rules but also the suitability of the mode of regulatory interventions. The need to ensure that the gap between the profits of operating companies and those of local economic interests are captured to retain value created from the industry is imperative [7]. For example, Norway’s preliminary legal changes came along with local participation through joint ventures. For Norway, international co-operation was paramount, and being internationally competitive was based on continuous
participation with foreigners. Currently, those changes have fostered the continuous development of local skills to meet short- and long-term need for employment, the procurement of locals, and the use of local manpower and local manufacturing in capital projects. Inversely, despite the preliminary and continuous legal, structural, and fiscal changes undertaken by Nigeria and Angola within a forty-year period to secure an equitable sharing platform, most Nigerian and Angolan citizens still live below the poverty line. This signifies that the modifications instituted in relation to LC developments have yet to positively reflect on common citizens [6].

6. Conclusions

While this article agrees with the general claim that every change in the law comes with significant economic changes to the terms of a contract to which an investor has initially agreed, nonetheless, the article also concludes that not all such changes amount to a breach of the rule of law. In particularly, this holds where the objectives mentioned relate to securing socio-economic benefits from a sector that has been pillaged with a negative track record on socio-economic benefits. Hence, objectives encapsulated within regulatory frameworks are not a sufficient rationale for revision. Thus, developing countries require more than just objectives within a regulation to accelerate the process of economic growth and sustainable development in oil-producing countries. Either way, both issues (choice of regulation and additional mechanisms) become pertinent when revising frameworks to incorporate LC that will have positive impacts on socio-economic developments.

Nevertheless, to achieve realistic goals and objectives, governments need to refrain from amending laws unilaterally, especially where the objective cited only serves the interests of the state (elite). Resource-rich governments require a combined effort of the tabling of objectives coupled with appropriate regulatory frameworks, in that while law operates to benefit the state, contract works to shelter the investor, and thus each party will appraise what works best to benefit them, but may very well fail to develop the overall objective for interventions. Thus, non-binding instruments with a broad, limitless platform, such as principles which do not invoke deregulation, but restructure the regulatory relationship from command and control to one based on responsibility, mutuality, and trust, are required to eventually help promote the rules of engagement in relation to converging these conflicting interests. This system promotes general strategies and stakeholder participation, where host countries aim at ensuring multi-stakeholder participation, including those in local communities impacted by the resource exploitation.

While revisions of laws and contracts continue to play a dominant role towards advancing a nation’s objectives, such revisions should be undertaken with extreme caution not to violate international rules or impact resource investments. Subsequently, such balance can be achieved if the governments of resource-rich countries establish appropriate frameworks to capture and retain value created from the industry. This appropriate framework needs to be anchored on a principle-based approach to regulation, which seeks to implement policy objectives through principles as opposed to specific detailed rules. This type of framework can accommodate a rapidly changing industry, such as petroleum, which calls for a flexible regime for operations. This means that legal and regulatory frameworks are a vital factor in determining a country’s ability to promote local realities.

Nevertheless, while binding instruments secure the objectives of LC by establishing definitive clear rules that set criteria and benchmarks, non-binding instruments promote rules for engagement. These two pillars eventually measure value retention in a local economy that could serve as an additional tool in national development planning processes. Ultimately, a good LC rule must be concerned with offering opportunities and driving innovation between local and foreign counterparts, thus yielding greater value to the sector and to the economy at large.
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